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1. **OVERVIEW**

1. *Sikhs For Justice*, a human rights advocacy group (hereinafter “SFJ”), has engaged Global Diligence LLP to provide legal advice on the right to ‘self-determination’ under international law. SFJ plans to hold a referendum in 2020, inviting Sikhs in India and abroad to vote for or against the establishment of a sovereign, independent, self-governing Sikh homeland, within the current Punjab region of India (to be named Khalistan).

2. Whilst there are many unknowns for any ‘peoples’ exploring secession and independence, one thing is certain: to enhance its chance of success, a secession movement should start with solid legal and democratic foundations. This Brief covers the law. The democratic footing may be provided through a credible referendum.

3. *Self-Determination for the Sikh Peoples: An Overview of the International Law* (hereinafter “Brief”) provides a concise overview of the legal position and the key factual considerations under international law. It must be read with two caveats in mind: First, this Brief is not an exhaustive examination of all the relevant facts and case law. Second, it only addresses the issues relevant to international law. But the question of secession is not only about law – it is also very much about politics. The multiple political considerations that may flow from a secession campaign are beyond the scope of this Brief.

4. International law provides all ‘peoples’ with a right to self-determination. As a general rule ‘peoples’ should exercise their right to self-determination within the territory of their sovereign state, thus maintaining the existing territorial integrity. However, there are exceptions to this rule. Where a state is occupied, subjugated and exploited by a foreign power, a right of secession may arise. Additionally, where peoples are blocked from any meaningful exercise of their right to internal self-determination, a right of secession may arise, as a last resort. This is because, in both these situations, restoring or establishing an independent state becomes the only way of guaranteeing the right to self-determination.

5. At this stage, the key legal question is whether ‘Indian’ Sikhs fall under the exceptions to the rule. Having examined the facts and circumstances

---

1 Annex 1 provides information on Global Diligence LLP and the signatories to this Brief.
2 A full submission before a court or commission would require several hundred pages of argumentation. The aim of this Brief is to provide an overview, accessible to a wide audience of interested persons, including non-lawyers.
3 Reference to ‘Sikhs’ within this Brief generally refers to Sikh people who are citizens of, or residing in, the Republic of India. Whilst Sikhs throughout the world may have a legitimate
relating to (i) the occupation and subjugation of the self-governing Sikh state, and (ii) the mistreatment of Sikhs by India, it is not unreasonable to conclude that Sikhs may fall under one or both of the above-stated exceptions. Accordingly, Sikhs may present a good arguable case that secession is lawful because it is the only possible avenue to achieve meaningful self-determination.

II. THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION: THE INTERNATIONAL LAW

6. So far as international law is concerned, there are two key questions for SFJ:

(a) Do Sikhs have a right to self-determination under international law?
(b) If so, under what circumstances is it lawful for Sikhs to secede from India and create an independent state?

7. Self-determination is the right of peoples to freely determine political status and freely pursue economic, social, and cultural development. There are two main avenues for peoples to pursue self-determination: First, within the (current) territory of the parent state – known as internal self-determination; second, outside the (current) territory of the parent state, via secession and independence – known as external self-determination.

8. This section will consider whether Sikhs, as a group of peoples, have a right to self-determination under international law. It will then discuss under what circumstances, if any, would it be lawful for Sikhs to secede from India and form an independent homeland.

A. SIKHS HAVE THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

a. International law guarantees the right to self-determination

9. The right to self-determination was cemented in Article 1 of the Charter of the United Nations of 1948 as one of the four founding purposes of the United Nations (hereinafter “UN”). Article 73 of the UN Charter requires member states:

interest in pursuing an independent Sikh homeland within the Punjab, the analysis of self-determination under international law must be focused on those Sikhs who are expected to pursue their political, economic, social and cultural development within India.
To ensure, with due respect for the culture of the peoples concerned, their political, economic, social, and educational advancement, their just treatment, and their protection against abuses [...] and to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions, according to the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples and their varying stages of advancement.4

10. Since the adoption of the UN Charter, the right to self-determination has been confirmed through international treaties and declarations.5 Most significant are the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (the 'ICCPR') and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (the 'ICESCR') of 1966 (in force from 1976). Together referred to as the Bill of Rights, these two treaties are considered to be the cornerstone of international human rights law. Article 1 of both treaties states:

1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.

3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the realization of the right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.6

11. On 25 March 2015, the UN Human Rights Council—in the context of reaffirming the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination—

4 UN Charter, Article 73.
5 See, for example, UN General Assembly Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples of 1960: This Declaration states that: “All peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development.” UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV), 14 December 1960, Article 2. See also, UN General Assembly Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations of 1970: This Declaration states that: “By virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, all peoples have the right freely to determine, without external interference, their political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development, and every State has the duty to respect this right in accordance with the provisions of the Charter.” And: “Every State has the duty to promote, through joint and separate action, realization of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, in accordance with the provisions of the Charter [...]” UNGA Resolution 2625 (XXV), 24 October 1970, Annex, Principle 5.
emphasized that the right has the status of a “jus cogens norm of international law.”

12. The International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) has also confirmed the right to self-determination. The ICJ first addressed the issue of self-determination in 1971 and praised the achievement of “self-determination and independence of the peoples concerned.” In 1995, the ICJ revisited self-determination in connection with a dispute between Portugal and Australia over the continental shelf adjacent to East Timor. In that case, the court found that: (i) the “assertion that the right of peoples to self-determination, as it evolved from the [UN] Charter and from United Nations practice, has an erga omnes character, is irreproachable”; and (ii) the “principle of self-determination of peoples [...] is one of the essential principles of contemporary international law.”

13. In conclusion, it is beyond argument that the right to self-determination is a fundamental principle of international law that has attained the status of a ‘peremptory norm’ or jus cogens, with an erga omnes character. Peremptory norms have a “higher rank in the international hierarchy than treaty law and even customary rules.” Importantly, it is not permissible to derogate from a jus cogens principle.

---

8 Also known as The World Court, the ICJ is the principal judicial organ of the UN with the mandate to settle legal disputes between member states, and to issue advisory opinions.
10 East Timor (Portugal v Australia), Judgment, 30 June 1995, ICJ Reports 1995, p 90 (hereinafter, the ‘East Timor Judgment’).
11 East Timor Judgment, para 29. Obligations erga omnes are obligations a state owes to the international community as a whole. Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, Judgment, 5 February 1970, ICJ Reports 1970, p 3: “By their very nature and importance, such obligations are the concern of all states and all states have a legal interest in their protection.”
12 East Timor Judgment, para 29 (citing Namibia and Western Sahara Advisory Opinions). In 2004, the ICJ was required to determine “the legal consequences arising from the construction of the wall being built by Israel, the occupying Power, in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.” Recalling the UN Charter, Resolution 2625, the International Covenants, and its own prior jurisprudence, the Court reaffirmed the right to self-determination, its erga omnes character and the duty of all states to promote the realization of the right. The ICJ ultimately held that the wall was contrary to international law as it amounted to a violation of the Palestinian people’s right to self-determination. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, 9 July 2004, ICJ Reports 2004, p 136.
13 Prosecutor v Anto Furundzija (Judgment) IT-95-17/1-T, para 153 (10 December 1998)
b. India’s attempt to restrict the right is invalid

14. India has been a party to the ICCPR and ICESCR since 1979. However, India registered the following ‘reservation’ with respect to Article 1 of both Covenants:

With reference to article 1 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and article 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Government of the Republic of India declares that the words ‘the right of self-determination’ appearing in [this article] apply only to the peoples under foreign domination and that these words do not apply to sovereign independent States or to a section of a people or nation—which is the essence of national integrity.¹⁴

15. No doubt concerned with secessionist movements (notably, Khalistan and Kashmir), India demanded a ‘restricted interpretation’ of self-determination. In other words, when it came to peoples within its territory, India sought to limit the right of self-determination to internal (rather than external) self-determination, no matter what the circumstances.

16. However, the Indian reservation to Article(s) 1 would likely be considered invalid under international law. As mentioned above, the right to self-determination has attained the ‘status’ of *jus cogens*. This means that (i) the right to self-determination exists above and beyond the ICCPR and ICESCR and (ii) any attempted derogation (either via ICCPR or ICESCR reservations, or otherwise) is invalid.¹⁵

17. Furthermore, the ICJ has ruled that a reservation to a treaty that is contrary to its object and purpose is not permitted.¹⁶ In March 1984, when providing guidance on the ICCPR and ICESCR, the UN Human Rights Committee observed that:

---


¹⁵ The HRC has confirmed that reservations to human rights treaties that seek to restrict a peremptory norm are not permitted. See para 1, Human Rights Committee General Comment 12, Article 1 (Twenty-first session, 1984). Further, the International Law Commission attached to a *jus cogens* obligation a ‘duty of abstention’, which encompasses two different obligations: First, the duty not to recognize the unlawful situation; and second, not to render aid or assistance in maintaining the unlawful situation. See Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its fifty-third session: Commentaries to the draft articles on responsibility of states for internationally wrongful acts’, 23 April–1 June and 2 July–10 August 2001, UN Doc A/56/10, commentary to Article 41, [1].

¹⁶ In the landmark case, *Reservations to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide*, the ICJ found that reservations are impermissible if they are against the object and purpose of the treaty. *Advisory Opinion Concerning Reservations to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide*, International Court of Justice (ICJ), 28 May 1951 pp. 24.
States set forth the right of self-determination in a provision of positive law in both Covenants and placed this provision as Article 1 apart from and before all of the other rights in the two Covenants.\textsuperscript{17}

The UN Human Rights Committee described the right as ‘inalienable’ and noted that the “corresponding obligations concerning its implementation are interrelated with other provisions of the Covenant and rules of international law.”\textsuperscript{18}

18. In other words, the right of self-determination should be considered fundamental to the object and purpose of the ICCPR and ICESCR. Accordingly, any state that has committed to these conventions must also be fully committed to allowing (and promoting) the right of self-determination, without exception. Therefore, the Indian reservation to Article 1 should be considered invalid; peoples within India may pursue the right to self-determination to the full extent permitted under international law.

c. Sikhs are ‘Peoples’ under international law

19. The right to self-determination applies to a group of ‘peoples.’ Can Sikhs be classified as ‘peoples’ for the purposes of international law? Although the ICJ has not settled upon a definition, in 1989 the UN Educational, Social, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), commissioned a group of international law experts to refine “the concept of the rights of peoples.” The experts described ‘peoples’ as groups of individuals who enjoy some or all of the following common features: (a) common historical tradition; (b) racial or ethnic identity; (c) cultural homogeneity; (d) linguistic unity; (e) religious or ideological affinity; (f) territorial connection; and (g) common economic life.\textsuperscript{19}

20. Applying this formulation to Sikhs, there can be little doubt that they must be considered a group of ‘peoples’ for the purposes of international law. Sikhs share a common history, religion, language, culture, and (historically) territory. Furthermore, Sikhs consider themselves to have a distinct identify (namely, they self-identify as a people).

\textsuperscript{17} See para 1, Human Rights Committee General Comment 12, Article 1 (Twenty-first session, 1984) (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid, para 2.
B. **EXTERNAL SELF-DETERMINATION IS PERMITTED WHEN INTERNAL SELF-DETERMINATION FAILS**

21. On 25 June 1993, the UN World Conference on Human Rights considered the balance between self-determination and existing territorial integrity with respect to “the particular situation of peoples under colonial or other forms of alien domination or foreign occupation.”[^20] The World Conference recognized “the right of peoples to take any legitimate action, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, to realize their inalienable right of self-determination” and pointed out:

> [...] this shall not be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States **conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and thus possessed of a Government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction of any kind.**[^21]

22. On 24 October 1995, the UN General Assembly’s *Declaration on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations* affirmed that peoples possessed of a representative, non-discriminatory government, should pursue internal self-determination.[^22] Therefore, like the UN World Conference on Human Rights, the UN General Assembly implicitly recognised that peoples who face serious discrimination or persecution within their parent state may, in exceptional cases, pursue external self-determination.

23. One leading academic summed up the position in this way:

> Only where such guarantees [of internal self-determination] are absent or gravely limited can the right to self-determination be specified as the right to secede; in other words, where a people is subjugated in violation of international law, it must be able to regain freedom by constituting itself as an independent and sovereign state. The right of secession is, in the last analysis, attributable to peoples who are suffering from discrimination, from the denial of a government that is representative, and only where the discriminatory behavior is so penetrating, ramified, and...

[^21]: *Ibid*, para 2 (emphasis added)
[^22]: See UN General Assembly Declaration on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations A/RES/50/6, 24 October 1995, para 1: Self-determination “shall not be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action that would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and thus possessed of a Government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction of any kind [...]."
systematic as to threaten, concretely, their very existence and where there is no strong likelihood of the discrimination coming to an end.23

24. The Supreme Court of Canada ("Supreme Court") has provided the most comprehensive judicial discussion from any senior court on the issue of self-determination.24 The Supreme Court considered "whether there is a right to self-determination under international law that would give the National Assembly, legislature or government of Quebec the right to effect the secession of Quebec from Canada unilaterally?"25 The Supreme Court found that while "international law does not specifically grant component parts of sovereign states the legal right to secede unilaterally from their 'parent' state", such a right may arise exceptionally in the context of an oppressed or colonial people.26

25. The court noted three groups for whom the right to self-determination may be exercised externally (via secession): (i) those under colonial rule;27 (ii) those under some type of foreign occupation;28 and (iii) exceptionally, those denied the meaningful exercise of the right to self-determination internally.29 With respect to this last category, the Supreme Court noted:

Although this third circumstance has been described in several ways, the underlying proposition is that, when a people is blocked from the meaningful exercise of its right to self-determination internally, it is entitled, as a last resort, to exercise it by secession. The Vienna Declaration requirement that governments represent "the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction of any kind" adds credence to the assertion that such a complete blockage may potentially give rise to a right of secession.

26. In all three situations, the peoples in question are entitled to a right to external self-determination because they have been denied the ability to


24 Reference by the Governor in Council concerning Certain Questions relating to the Secession of Quebec from Canada, 20 August 1998, 2 Supreme Court Reporter (SCR) 217; 161 Dominion Law Reports (DLR) (4th) 385; 115 International Law Reports (ILR) 536 (hereinafter, the 'Quebec Secession Decision').

25 Quebec Secession Decision, para 2.

26 Ibid, paras 111, 112 "International law contains neither a right of unilateral secession nor the explicit denial of such a right, although such a denial is, to some extent, implicit in the exceptional circumstances required for secession to be permitted under the right of a people to self-determination, e.g., the right of secession that arises in the exceptional situation of an oppressed or colonial people, discussed below."

27 Ibid, para 132 ("The right of colonial peoples to exercise their right to self-determination by breaking away from the 'imperial' power is now undisputed [...].")

28 Ibid, para 133 ("The other clear case where a right to external self-determination accrues is where a people is subject to alien subjugation, domination, or exploitation outside a colonial context.")

29 Ibid, para 134
exert their right to self-determination within their parent state.\textsuperscript{30} Notably, the Supreme Court observed that where a people’s ‘territorial integrity’ has been “all but destroyed by the colonialist or occupying Power, [it] should be fully restored […]”.\textsuperscript{31}

27. In the case of Quebec, the Supreme Court found that, in the specific circumstances of Canada, secession was not warranted because Quebecers had not been denied internal self-determination.\textsuperscript{32}

28. To summarise, international law requires Sikhs to make every effort to exercise their right to self-determination within the territory of India. However, where this becomes impossible, a right of secession may arise.

C. LAWFULNESS OF UNILATERAL DECLARATIONS OF INDEPENDENCE

29. In 2010, in its latest case to deal with the issue of self-determination, the ICJ was confronted with the issue of whether ‘the unilateral declaration of independence by the Provisional Institutions of Self-Government of Kosovo [was] in accordance with international law’ and the Constitutional Framework of Kosovo created by Security Council Resolution 1244 (1999).\textsuperscript{33} The ICJ noted the creation of many new states by oppressed peoples (outside the colonial context):

During the second half of the twentieth century, the international law of self-determination developed in such a way as to create a right to independence for the peoples of non-self-governing territories and peoples subject to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation. A great many new states have come into existence as a result of the exercise of this right.\textsuperscript{34}

The ICJ went on to find that international law, in general, contains no prohibition on unilateral declarations of independence, even if these are

\textsuperscript{30} Ibid, para 138.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid, para 136: “Quebecers occupy prominent positions within the government of Canada. Residents of the province freely make political choices and pursue economic, social, and cultural development within Quebec, across Canada, and throughout the world. The population of Quebec is equitably represented in legislative, executive, and judicial institutions. In short, to reflect the phraseology of the international documents that address the right to self-determination of peoples, Canada is a ‘sovereign and independent state conducting itself in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and thus possessed of a government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction.”
\textsuperscript{33} Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Respect of Kosovo, Advisory Opinion, 22 July 2010, ICJ Reports 2010, p 403 (hereinafter, the ‘Kosovo Advisory Opinion’).
\textsuperscript{34} Kosovo Advisory Opinion Para 79.
contrary to the wishes of the parent state.\textsuperscript{35} The ICJ thus upheld the lawfulness of Kosovo’s 2008 declaration of independence.

30. This is not the only time in which the act of self-determination has been internationally recognised. The case of Western Sahara highlights a case in which both the ICJ and the UN General Assembly made explicit reference to the need to have due regard to the freely expressed will of peoples.\textsuperscript{36} Further examples include East Timor, where the UN-supervised popular referendum of 30 August 1999 resulted in the country’s later secession from Indonesia,\textsuperscript{37} and Montenegro, which declared independence through referendum in May 2006, before being given UN membership one month later.\textsuperscript{38} External self-determination is therefore an internationally accepted practice in certain circumstances, and its pursuit through referenda is recognised as a legitimate (and democratic) means to pursue this end.

III. THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION: THE CASE FOR A SIKH HOMELAND

A. OVERVIEW

31. In this section we set out the facts supporting the Sikh’s case for external self-determination:

- Sub-section B (\textit{The Self-Governing Sikh State was Occupied and Subjugated}) outlines the facts demonstrating that Sikhs fall under a recognised category of peoples entitled to external self-determination, namely, “those under some type of foreign occupation” who are “subject to alien subjugation, domination, or exploitation.”\textsuperscript{39}

- Sub-section C (\textit{India has Oppressed the Sikh People and Blocked Their Self-Determination}) outlines the facts demonstrating that Sikhs fall under another category of peoples entitled to external self-determination, namely, “those denied the meaningful exercise of the right to self-determination internally.”\textsuperscript{40} This second category applies to peoples

\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Ibid}, Para 84 (“For the reasons already given, the Court considers that general international law contains no applicable prohibition of declarations of independence. Accordingly, it concludes that the declaration of independence of 17 February 2008 did not violate general international law.”)

\textsuperscript{36} ICJ, Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion of 16 October 1975, ICJ Reports 1975, p. 33, par. 59; See also General Assembly Res. 3292 (XXIX) of 13 December 1974

\textsuperscript{37} After the referendum the transitional government was entrusted to the United Nations Transitional Administration of East Timor (UNTAET) until 20 May 2002 when East Timor became officially independent.

\textsuperscript{38} General Assembly Res. 60/264, 12 July 2006

\textsuperscript{39} Quebec Secession Decision para 133 and Brief para 25.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Ibid}, para 134 and Brief para 25.
who are not colonised or occupied, but who face discrimination within their parent state.

32. For the avoidance of doubt, these two categories are not ‘cumulative’. The Sikhs need only satisfy one of the two to qualify for external self-determination.

B. THE SELF-GOVERNING SIKH STATE WAS OCCUPIED AND SUBJUGATED

33. Between 1799 and 1849, the Sikh Empire enjoyed all the vestiges of sovereign statehood over the Punjab and surrounding territories. It was, for all intents and purposes, a ‘Sikh state.’ British colonial dominion brought Sikh sovereignty to an end, but largely retained the territorial integrity of the defunct Sikh Empire, along with traditional Punjabi power structures.

34. Partition\(^{41}\) split the Punjab between India and Pakistan and resulted in unimaginable pain and suffering for millions of Sikhs, Hindus and Muslims caught on the wrong side of the border. Despite paying a disproportionately high price in the struggle for independence, and notwithstanding clear promises of self-governance by leaders of the Indian Congress Party, Sikh interests were ignored at the point of (and after) independence. Following independence, the government of India reneged on its promises to grant Sikhs their political, religious and cultural autonomy. Punjabi territory was carved up in a series of constitutional reforms. Sikhs are denied the constitutional recognition of their religion and subjected to other forms of discrimination, as well as sectarian and economic violence. Sikh national identity appears to hold no place in independent India.

a. The Sikh Empire

35. The Sikh Empire (also referred to as Sikh Khalsa Raj, Sarkar-i-Khalsa or the Punjab Empire) was a federal monarchy, established in 1799 by Maharaja Ranjit Singh, as a union of twelve previously independent sovereign states (or Misl) of the Sikh Confederacy.\(^{42}\) At its peak in the mid 1830s, it covered an estimated 500,000 km\(^2\), and was home to 3.5 million people; its territory spanning from the Khyber Pass to the western Tibet along its west-east axis, and from Kashmir to Mithankot along its north-south axis.\(^{43}\) Punjab (Persian for ‘land of five rivers’) was

\(^{41}\) The term Partition hereinafter refers to the division of British India into two independent dominions of India and Pakistan in 1947.


\(^{43}\) Ibid. pp. 105
the Empire’s heartland, with Lahore as its capital. Numerous contemporaneous accounts and artefacts confirm that the Sikh Empire minted its own money and maintained diplomatic relations and trade links with the British and French empires amongst others. As such, prior to its annexation by the British, the Sikh Empire attained all four internationally accepted criteria of sovereign statehood, namely: a permanent population, a defined territory, a government, and the capacity to enter into relations with other states.

b. The Punjab under the British East Indian Company and the British Raj

36. The Sikh Empire was one of the last territories on the Indian subcontinent to lose its sovereignty and be annexed by the British East India Company. The British assumed full control of its territories in 1849 as a result of the Second Anglo-Sikh War. Punjab (as the whole territory became known) came under the direct rule of the British crown following the Queen’s Proclamation of 1858. The Crown largely transposed the external borders of the dissolved Sikh Empire into regional borders of Punjab Province of the British Raj. Retaining the Sikh nobility as vassal leaders, the territory was divided into five administrative Divisions and 43 Princely states. The British invested heavily in a system of canals that created 11 million acres of arable land, spurring an agro-industrial revolution in the region, but keeping millions in abject poverty. After World War I, protest, civil disobedience

46 Victoria and Albert Museum, ‘The court of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’, available at: http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/v/the-court-of-maharaja-ranjit-singh/ (last accessed: 18/07/2018);
Treaty of Lahore 1846, available at: http://www.centralexcisehyderabad4.gov.in/documents/history/1846_3_PDF (last accessed: 19/07/2018);
and the brutal response of colonial authorities (most notably the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in Amritsar where up to 1000 civilians were killed) led to a gradual transition to self-governance in the Punjab.\textsuperscript{50} The Government of India Act 1919 transferred responsibilities for agriculture, health, education and local government to elected ministers of the Punjab Legislative Council.\textsuperscript{51} The Punjab Legislative Assembly and first autonomous provincial government took power in 1937.\textsuperscript{52} The Assembly and government were controlled by the secular Unionist Party, representing the interests of the Punjab landed gentry. Thus, although subsumed into the British Raj, the territory, population and power structures of the Sikh Empire persisted throughout the colonial period, representing a form of Punjabi national identity and self-governance.

c. Decolonisation: Partition and assurances by India

37. Punjabi Sikhs made a major contribution to - and consequently paid a heavy price for - India’s independence struggle. By the end of the colonial period, approximately 70% of Indians martyred for freedom, 70% of those hung and 80% of those sentenced to life imprisonment by the British Raj were Sikhs.\textsuperscript{53} In exchange, Mohandas K. Gandhi declared that, “in the future, the Congress shall accept no constitution which does not meet with the satisfaction of the Sikhs”.\textsuperscript{54} Congress Party leader and first Prime Minister of India - Jawaharlal Nehru - assured the Sikhs that:

“The brave Sikhs of Punjab are entitled to special consideration. I see nothing wrong in an area set up in the north of India wherein the Sikhs can also experience the glow of freedom.”\textsuperscript{55}

38. During ensuing negotiations, Sikh representatives called for an independent Sikh State, or failing that, a Sikh-controlled federal province within an Indian Union.\textsuperscript{56} The plan for a decentralised federal successor to the entire British Raj was rejected by Congress leader Nehru, whilst the Muslim League demanded independence for Muslim-majority areas. Lending their support to Congress (to prevent becoming a minority within Pakistani-controlled Punjab), Sikh representatives

\textsuperscript{50} Lapping, B. End of Empire, 1985, pp. 38
\textsuperscript{51} The Government of India Act 1919, available at: https://archive.org/stream/govtofindiaact19029669mbp/govtofindiaact19029669mbp_djvu.txt
\textsuperscript{52} Grewal, J., The Sikh empire (1799–1849). In The Sikhs of the Punjab, The New Cambridge History of India, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 170
\textsuperscript{54} The Lahore session of the Congress Party. December 31, 1929.
\textsuperscript{55} Jawaharlal Nehru, Lahore Bulletin, January 9, 1930, in ‘South Asia: fourth report of session 2006-07, report, together with formal minutes, oral and written evidence Great Britain: Parliament: House of Commons: Foreign Affairs Committee’, 2007, pp. 113
\textsuperscript{56} Jeffrey M Shaw, Timothy J Demmy, War and Religion: An Encyclopedia of Faith and Conflict [3 Volumes], pp. 375
relied on Congress leaders’ assurances of Sikh autonomy within the new Indian state. The Raj was partitioned along a line drawn by Sir Cyril Radcliffe that ran right through the Punjab, based on “ascertaining the contiguous majority areas of Muslims and non-Muslims (taking other factors such as natural boundaries, communications, watercourses, irrigation systems and socio-political considerations into account).” Parts of the Punjab where no single religion enjoyed an absolute majority was partitioned between India and Pakistan through compromise and gerrymandering – its capital and arguably the majority of fertile territory falling on the Pakistani side of the border in exchange for an Indian route to Kashmir. The outcome left millions of people on the wrong side of the religious divide. The ensuing violence and mass population movement resulted in up to two million deaths and an estimated 100,000 victims of rape – one of the worst crimes against humanity in modern history - a tragedy that could have arguably been avoided if the secular and multicultural Punjab had been granted self-governance.

d. Broken promises: further breakup of Punjab and attrition of national identity

39. Following the horrors of Partition, the bulk of the Sikh population was now concentrated in what became East Punjab State (with Patiala and East Punjab States Union) of India. Thereafter, the Congress-led government of India began to renege on assurances given to the Sikhs throughout the decolonisation period, steadily breaking up Punjabi territory, economic resources, political autonomy and national identity. Contrary to Gandhi’s promise, the 1950 Constitution of India was neither signed by nor ascertained the satisfaction of Sikh representatives.

➤ Carving up the Punjab

---

58 The Muslim League and Congress representatives on the Boundary Commission remaining in deadlock, the decisions were essentially taken by Radcliffe. The drawbacks of Radcliffe’s process was succinctly described by WH Auden in his poem ‘Partition’, available at: https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/partition-2/.
40. In 1948, the Province of Himachal Pradesh was created out of 28 princely states controlling the foothills of the western Himalayas, with a further four southern hill states carved out of East Punjab. Further territory was reallocated from Punjab to Himachal Pradesh in November 1956, when the latter became union territory under the 1956 States Reorganisation Act.

41. In 1966, approximately 44,000 km² were carved out of Punjab under the Punjab Reorganisation Act to create the State of Haryana. Under the same legislation, Chandigarh – the new capital of Punjab - became the shared capital of Punjab and Haryana States, and was transferred under New Delhi's control as union territory.

42. Aside from the loss of over half of its territory, Punjab lost access to over two-thirds of its most important economic resource – the waterways that irrigated its agricultural production (see attack on economic resources section below).

> Denial of religious freedom

43. Sikh identity is inextricably linked to Sikhism – a monotheistic religion that originated in Punjab in the 15th century, and is practiced by 28 million followers globally. Article 25 of the Constitution of India appears to subsume Sikhism as a sect of Hinduism, as opposed to recognising it as a separate religion in its own right. According to Explanation II to this constitutional provision, “the reference to Hindus shall be construed as including a reference to persons professing the Sikh, Jaina or Buddhist religion and the reference to Hindu religious institutions shall be construed accordingly”. Sikhs view this as an explicit denial of their separate religious (and therefore also cultural and national) identity, etched into the foundations of the Indian Republic.

44. The practical effect of this Constitutional article is to deny to the Sikh community the right to enact and be regulated by Sikh religious cannon and customary Personal Law. Indian Personal Law governs matters

---

64 See States Reorganisation Act, 1956, under part II, section 15, available at: https://indiaco.gov.in/const/bitstream/123456789/1680/1/195637.pdf (last accessed 19/07/18)
68 Indian Constitution, Article 25 sub-clause 2(B), available at: https://indiankanoon.org/doc/631708/
such as marriage, inheritance, adoption and guardianship. In the absence of a constitutional recognition of Sikhism as a separate religion, Sikhs are subject to Personal Law enacted in accordance with the customs and beliefs of the Hindu community.

45. Furthermore, Sikh religious leaders and their followers have come under periodic violence and deprivation of liberty by officials and agents of India (see attacks on Sikh religious freedoms section below). In the course of the widespread violent attacks on Sikhs in November 1984, thousands of gurdwaras were deliberately targeted and destroyed by Hindu mobs (see violent attacks against Sikhs section below).

➢ The erosion of Punjabi political autonomy

46. The Punjab Legislative Assembly (Punjab Vidhan Sabha) is a unicameral legislature with competence over 59 legislative areas including public order (not including use of armed forces), police, prisons, local governance, public health, agriculture, certain fiscal matters and incorporation. The legislature’s powers are not entirely exclusive in these matters, as the Union legislature may override it by a two-thirds majority. Moreover, Article 3 of the Constitution of India grants the central government the power to break a state up, carve parts of it out or integrate it into another state. As described above, these powers have been used to dispossess Punjab of more than half of its historic territory. Crucially, under Article 356 of the Constitution, the Punjab government and legislature may be suspended and superseded by direct rule of the central government for an undetermined amount of time – a process known as President’s rule. Since independence, President’s rule has been applied to the Punjab on eight occasions for a total period of 3510 days. Under such circumstances, there is little prospect for meaningful self-governance within the current constitutional framework.

e. Conclusion (Sub-section B):

47. The independent Sikh Empire attained all the internationally accepted criteria of sovereign statehood – it was a Sikh state. It was attacked, occupied and subjugated by foreign powers, initially the East India Company, then the British Raj, before being handed over to India.

---

73 Powers under the President’s rule doctrine have been somewhat limited but not abolished by the Supreme Court in S. R. Bommai v. Union of India (1994) 2 SCR 644; AIR 1994 SC 1918; (1994)3 SCC1.
Promises of self-governance and autonomy made by leaders of the Indian Congress Party during the struggle for independence have been broken. A process of annihilation of Sikh national identity that began with British colonisation has been accelerated under the Republic of India. The Sikh state effectively swapped subjugation at the hands of one foreign power for domination and exploitation by another.

C. INDIA HAS OPPRESSED THE SIKH PEOPLE AND BLOCKED ANY MEANINGFUL EXERCISE OF THEIR SELF-DETERMINATION

48. In addition to the gradual destruction of the Sikh state’s territorial integrity and Sikh national identity, the Sikh peoples have been subjected to systematic attacks and discrimination by Indian State actors. Since India’s independence, Sikh communities have experienced regular acts of violence and attacks on their economic resources, religious rights and the freedoms of speech, assembly and association. The victims of these attacks have been consistently denied their constitutionally protected access to justice. The cumulative effect of such treatment amounts to a serious and systematic oppression or subjugation of the Sikh minority in India. In this context, no meaningful exercise of internal self-determination is possible.

a. Violent attacks against Sikhs and Sikh temples

49. One of the key events that spurred the wave of civil disobedience and accelerated the process of decolonisation of the British Raj was the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in Amritsar (Punjab) on 13 April 1919. According to the British officer in charge of the massacre, the attack was intended to strike terror throughout the Punjab and suppress any desire for independence.74 Sixty-five years later (in June 1984), the Indian Government’s Operation Blue Star led to the deaths of between 700 and 4000 Sikhs at the Golden Temple complex in Amritsar.75 Once again, the objective of the powers that be was to quash and deter Sikh separatism. In a haunting echo of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, the Indian Army deployed clearly excessive force (including battle tanks, 10,000 soldiers

---


and British-trained paratroopers) against an alleged force of 200 separatists and thousands of civilian pilgrims at Sikhism’s holiest site.\textsuperscript{76}

50. Just months later, in November 1984, following the assassination of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi by her Sikh bodyguards, Sikhs across India were subjected to brutal violence, rape and murder.\textsuperscript{77} The four days of attacks appear to have been planned, facilitated and coordinated by members of the ruling Congress Party, with the collusion and assistance of the police.\textsuperscript{78} Chanting ‘blood for blood’ (a slogan first introduced on national television), Hindu mobs targeted Sikh communities, dwellings and temples for destruction.\textsuperscript{79} Male and female victims were scalped and immolated in the streets or inside their homes.\textsuperscript{80} Thousands of female victims were gang raped in front of their families and children.\textsuperscript{81} Victims’ bodies were burned and buried in anonymous mass graves by the police, which made no records of reported incidents.\textsuperscript{82} Several estimates put the death toll at around 8,000 victims; the Sikh community alleges that up to 30,000 had been killed.\textsuperscript{83} It is apparent that the target of the attacks was Sikh people, as an ethnic or religious group, and that the perpetrators had the specific intent to destroy part of the Sikh group. There is also evidence that the attacks were planned and coordinated at the highest level to ‘teach the Sikhs a lesson’.\textsuperscript{84} On the face of it, the events of November 1984 appear to satisfy the elements of crimes against humanity and of genocide.\textsuperscript{85}


\textsuperscript{78} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{81} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{84} Ballard, R., ‘Punjabi’s Uneasy Calm.’ 1985.

\textsuperscript{85} A detailed examination to assess with greater certainty whether crimes against humanity and genocide took place, and to what extent, is beyond the scope of this Brief. Our preliminary conclusion is based on a prima facie analysis of public source documents. The elements of the crime of genocide are ‘killing, causing serious bodily or mental harm and deliberately inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about physical destruction against persons belonging to a particular national, ethnic, racial or religious group with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, that national, ethnical, racial or religious
51. Other forms of physical violence, arbitrary detention and ill treatment perpetrated against Sikhs for raising their right to self-determination is described below.

b. Systematic attacks on Punjabi economic resources

52. Partition and subsequent territorial re-configurations of the Punjab by the Republic of India have resulted in a dramatic loss of vital economic resources. The primary economic activity in Punjab is agriculture, which is entirely dependent on the five rivers and irrigation waterways constructed during the Raj. The subsequent creation of Himachal Pradesh and Haryana States diverted 75% of Punjab’s irrigation waterways away from Punjab. Approximately 12 million acre feet of water are currently being diverted each year to the neighbouring states. The Indian government is now in total control of the waterways that do flow into Punjab and is able to dam and divert them away from the region. Consequently, Punjab – a land locked region with no known natural resources – has seen a sustained attack on its primary economic resources. The attack has led to the deterioration of living standards, suicides, drought and scarcity of clean drinking water. This has led to emigration by the Sikh community and a shift in Punjabi demographics. Economic violence leading to poverty and starvation is arguably as oppressive as physical violence. In the absence of sovereignty and self-governance, the Sikhs of Punjab lack standing to challenge these attacks in international fora.

c. Systematic attacks on Sikh religious freedoms

53. As discussed above, Article 25 of the Constitution of India appears to label Sikhism as a sect of Hinduism. The practical effect of this Constitutional article is to deny to the Sikh community the right to enact and be regulated by Sikh religious cannon and customary Personal Law.

\[\textbf{group}, \text{as such’ – see Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 1948.}\]

86 Kaur, M. "The Paradox of India’s Bread Basket: Farmer Suicides in Punjab" 20 July 2011. Available at: \url{http://fletcher.tufts.edu/Praxis/Archives/~/media/DD8E2%20DF1EA6C47028E%20B789%20DCD7ED5D37.pdf}


88 Ibid. pp. 155


Sikhs are therefore subject to Personal Law enacted in accordance with the customs and beliefs of the Hindu community.

54. Moreover, Sikh temples have come under attack during flare-ups of violence. The Golden Temple complex has been identified by the government of India as the epicentre of Sikh separatism and has been subject to several military operations.\(^91\) During the 1984 massacres, hundreds of *gurdwaras* were destroyed by Hindu mobs.

55. Sikh religious leaders have been targeted by the government of India for their potential to unite and give a voice to the Sikh community. Operation Blue Star was specifically designed to eliminate Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale – a leader of an orthodox Sikh religious school and proponent of the Anandpur Resolution (see below). In November 2015, Jagtar Singh Hawara (who has been incarcerated in India since 1995) was elected the Jathedar of Sri Akal Takhal Sahib (the supreme spiritual Sikh leader). It has been alleged that since his elevation, he has undergone severe torture in custody, including the denial of medical treatment for his wounds and medical conditions, which include dislocation of a spinal disk, bullet wounds and dislocated joints.\(^92\)

56. Sikh national and cultural identity is inextricably linked to their religion. An attack on religious rights, leaders and places of worship amounts to a serious attack on the very fabric of Sikh society.

d. **Systematic attacks on Sikhs’ freedoms of speech, assembly and association**

57. Through concerted attacks on Sikh speech, assembly and association, the government of India has demonstrated that it does not afford to Sikhs the fundamental guarantees granted to all citizens by the Indian constitution.\(^93\) As set forth below, attempts to express the desire for self-determination by peaceful means and within the constitutional framework has been met with violence and suppression. Those arguing for self-determination have been labelled as terrorists, gagged and jailed.

---


\(^92\) Complaint to UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion of Belief, 15 January 2018.

\(^93\) Constitution of India, Article 19.
The Union government regularly imposes media blackouts and repressive censorship over ‘sensitive’ issues such as the 1984 Sikh massacres. In 2018, India came 138th (out of 180) in the World Press Freedom Index,\(^4\) and was labelled as the fourth most dangerous country for journalists in the world.\(^5\) In the 1950s and 60s, tens of thousands of Sikhs were detained on this basis. Detention and ill treatment escalated in the 1980s and continues to present day. According to Human Rights Watch:

The Indian government has escalated pressure on civil society groups critical of its policies, using harassment, intimidation, and restriction on foreign funding. Free speech has come under attack from both the state and interest groups, and critics of the government often face charges of sedition and criminal defamation, and are labeled ‘anti-national’.

58. On 12 July 2018, the government of India issued a demarche urging the UK authorities to ban a peaceful gathering by the Sikh diaspora in Trafalgar Square in London. In so doing, the government of India has demonstrated that not only does it limit its citizens’ freedoms at home; it also seeks to extend its censorship internationally. A people who are prevented from exercising these basic freedoms on behalf of their community cannot be regarded as equal citizens of India.

e. Systematic denial of justice to Sikh victims

59. Successive governments have failed to prosecute those responsible for the killings and human rights abuses of 1984. Two government-appointed commissions and a further eight ‘committees’ were given the mandate to investigate the attacks on the Sikh population. The results ranged from a complete and unapologetic whitewash (Misra Commission) to a more sophisticated exoneration of implicated Congress leaders (Nanavati Commission). Of 3,163 arrested suspects, a mere 30 were convicted. Charges against all implicated members of the Congress Party and police officers were blocked and dropped through blatant political interference and corruption.\(^6\) There have been no prosecutions for rape. This highlights a comprehensive failure of the Indian legal system to provide Sikh victims with a semblance of justice.\(^7\)

60. International human rights organisations and global civil society appealed to international leaders and the Indian government to bring


justice to the victims of the human rights abuses of 1984, to no avail.\textsuperscript{98} Many of those implicated have served in government positions and are being shielded from prosecution.\textsuperscript{99} Notwithstanding Dr Manmohan Singh’s (former Prime Minister of India) apology for the massacres of 1984, there has been a continued refusal to accept state responsibility or commit to justice.\textsuperscript{100} According to Judge Dhirga who presided over one of the cases associated with the 1984 massacres:

A system which permits the legitimised violence and criminals through the instrumentalities of the state to stifle the investigation cannot be relied upon to dispense basic justice uniformly to the people.\textsuperscript{101}

f. \textbf{India’s blockage of self-determination efforts}

61. Since their loss of sovereignty over the Punjab to the British in 1849, the Sikhs have made several concerted efforts to regain some measure of self-governance within the constitutional framework of the Republic of India. All such efforts have been ignored, or met with violence and oppression. Peaceful expressions of self-determination have been labelled as separatism and/or terrorism, precluding any hope of achieving internal self-determination within the current context.\textsuperscript{102}

62. As set out above, Punjabi efforts to secure a form of self-governance during decolonisation were frustrated by the clash between Nehru’s desire for the centralisation of power and Jinnah’s stance on Muslim self-determination. Following independence, the ruling Congress Party reneged on its assurances of Punjabi autonomy.

63. In 1955, calls for the creation of an autonomous Punjabi State based on the predominance of the Punjabi language were ignored.\textsuperscript{103} The freedom to publicly call for such a State was outlawed, and those who did were


\textsuperscript{99} Prominent members of parliament at the time of the massacres, such as Jagdish Tytler, have not been prosecuted after the cases were taken to court - Amnesty International ‘India: Government has failed victims of 1984 Sikh massacre’ 15 April 2009.

\textsuperscript{100} Human Rights Watch ‘Joint letter to President Obama Re: the 30th Anniversary of Anti-Sikh Attacks in India’ 4 November 2014


\textsuperscript{103} Grewal, J Towards the ‘Punjabi Province’. In ‘The Sikhs of the Punjab The New Cambridge History of India’, 1990 Cambridge: Cambridge University Press pp. 189
arrested. It is estimated that, by 1960, up to 25,000 Sikhs had been detained for their expression of self-determination.\textsuperscript{104} Representations by Sikh leaders to the Indian government were met with unequivocal rejection.\textsuperscript{105} Violence and repressive measures towards Sikhs continued until the Indo-Pakistani war of 1965.

64. In October 1978, the Shiromani Akali Dal Party of Punjab adopted its Anadpur Sahib Resolution, demanding a change to the Indian constitution that would allow for the decentralisation of powers and greater Punjabi autonomy within a federalised India.\textsuperscript{106} Amongst other demands and proclamations, the Resolution called for the return of Chandigarh under Punjab’s exclusive jurisdiction, and the revision of the Ravi-Beas waterway redistribution, which deprived Punjab of the bulk of its irrigation waters.\textsuperscript{107} The Resolution, was a clear expression of Punjabi desire for self-determination and a proposal of concrete measures to safeguard Punjabi national, cultural and religious identity.\textsuperscript{108} The President of Akali Dal was clear that the Resolution did not call for Punjab’s secession from India.\textsuperscript{109} Nevertheless, the Resolution was interpreted by the Indian government as a call for independence leading to spiral of hostility that ultimately resulted in Operation Blue Star, Indira Gandhi’s assassination and the November 1984 attacks described above.

65. The Sikh community was shocked and enraged by the events of 1984. Support for self-determination grew amongst the Sikhs in Punjab throughout the 80s and 90s. In response, the Punjab Police was placed under Delhi’s control leading to arbitrary arrests, disappearances and claims of torture perpetrated against alleged separatists. According to Amnesty International:

“Thousands of disappearances or extrajudicial executions were allegedly carried out by the police as part of a deliberate policy to eliminate armed opposition groups as


\textsuperscript{105} Prime Minister Nehru is believed to have told Sikh leaders: “Creating a Punjabi State is against the prosperity of the Hindus and would put Sikhs in other states in a grave danger.” (Sikh Politics of 20th Century, Ajmer Singh, pp. 177).


\textsuperscript{107} Political Goal 1, Anandpur Sahib Resolution, 1978

\textsuperscript{108} Purposes B. 1, Anandpur Sahib Resolution, 1978

\textsuperscript{109} “Let us make it clear once and for all that the Sikhs have no designs to get away from India in any manner. What they simply want is that they should be allowed to live within India as Sikhs, free from all direct and indirect interference and tampering with their religious way of life. Undoubtedly, the Sikhs have the same nationality as other Indians.” – Harcharan Singh Longowal, President of Akali Dal in The Burning Elephant, Raja C. 2015, Giramondo Publishing pp. 105
well as their supporters. The unchecked use of torture eroded police professional and investigative skills.”\(^\text{110}\)

66. More recently, in November 2015, Sikh political activists were detained and charged with sedition before and after the Sarbat Khalsa (Global Sikh Assembly).\(^\text{111}\) In 2016, a group of Sikh referendum campaigners were arbitrarily arrested for distributing referendum related material, which was branded by the police as ‘planning to carry out some terror activity’.\(^\text{112}\) As recently as 2017, 22 Sikh activists were arrested in Punjab for peacefully campaigning for independence.

g. Conclusion (Sub-section C)

67. Sikh communities have been subjected to regular acts of violence and attacks on their economic resources, religious rights and freedom of expression. Political powers are usurped by the central government in Delhi. Worst still, the attacks on Sikhs in November 1984 had all the hallmarks of crimes against humanity and even genocide. There is strong evidence that Indian state actors, including key figures within the ruling Congress Party, perpetrated these mass crimes. Notwithstanding the strength of the evidence, victims of violence have been consistently denied genuine access to justice. Consequently, it may be concluded that all attempts to exercise the right to meaningful internal self-determination have been ‘blocked’ and many have been met with state-backed violence.

IV. OVERALL CONCLUSION:

68. 

\textit{Sikhs Have the Right to Self-Determination Under International Law:} With respect to the right to self-determination for Sikhs, international law provides a solid foundation for the following: First, Sikhs are ‘peoples’ who enjoy the fundamental right to self-determination. Second, the right to self-determination is a peremptory norm of international law (or \textit{jus cogens}) that may not lawfully be restricted or derogated from by the government of India. Third, whilst Sikhs (who are resident in


India) should make every reasonable effort to exercise their right to self-determination within the territory of India, a right to secession may arise in certain exceptional circumstances. Fourth, international law does not prohibit referendums or unilateral declarations of independence.

69. With respect to the exceptional circumstances, international law recognises (limited) categories of peoples who may be entitled to seek external self-determination, for example, through secession and independence. There is a good arguable case that Sikhs fall into two such categories, namely:

a. Those peoples under some type of foreign occupation who are subject to alien subjugation, domination, or exploitation.\(^{113}\)
b. Those peoples denied the meaningful exercise of the right to self-determination internally (i.e. within India)\(^{114}\)

70. The Sikhs need only fall into one of these categories to qualify for external self-determination.

71. The Self-Governing Sikh State was Occupied and Subjugated: Section II(B) outlines how a sovereign, self-governing Sikh Empire (a Sikh state) was attacked and occupied by foreign powers, namely, the East India Company and then the British Raj. It was then handed over to the newly independent India. Promises of self-governance and autonomy made by leaders of the Indian Congress Party during the struggle for independence have been broken. The Sikh state remains occupied to this day.

72. A process of alien subjugation, domination and exploitation of the Sikh state began with British colonisation and continues under the Republic of India. Despite assurances from Indian leaders that Sikhs would enjoy political, cultural and religious autonomy within India, in practice India took Sikh land and resources for itself, and then proceeded to destroy Sikh national, religious and cultural identity. The carving up of Sikh territory, diversion of its key economic resources, denial of religious freedoms, violation of fundamental civil and political rights, and regular pogroms on Sikh communities and holy sites across India, demonstrates Sikh subjugation, domination and/or exploitation by India. The Sikhs effectively swapped occupation and subjugation at the hands of the British for occupation and subjugation by India.

73. India has Oppressed the Sikh People and Blocked Their Self-Determination: Since India’s independence, Sikh communities have been subjected to

\(^{113}\) Quebec Secession Decision para 133 and Brief para 25.

\(^{114}\) Ibid, para 134 and Brief para 25.
regular acts of violence and attacks on their economic resources, religious rights and freedom of expression. The powers of Punjabi representatives have been routinely superseded by those of the central government, particularly in response to calls for more autonomy and self-governance. On at least one occasion, the Sikhs have been victims of mass crimes bearing all the hallmarks of crimes against humanity and even genocide, perpetrated by Indian state actors and planned or encouraged by key figures within the ruling Congress Party. Victims of violence have been denied genuine justice and accountability.

74. All attempts to exercise the right to internal self-determination have effectively been blocked. They are met with state-backed violence and conveniently labelled as ‘terrorism’.

75. India’s Right to Territorial Integrity is not Absolute: The facts and analysis demonstrate that India, as a State, does not conduct itself “in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples” and cannot claim to have “a Government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction of any kind.” On the contrary, Indian state actors may have perpetrated against Sikhs the single most serious form of ‘distinction’ possible, namely, acts of genocide. Accordingly, the presumption in favour of territorial integrity does not apply with respect to the Sikh people.

76. For all the above reasons, there is a good arguable case that Sikhs may lawfully pursue external self-determination (for example, through secession and independence) as the only avenue available to them to achieve meaningful self-determination.
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